Rubric for Playing Quiz Scores - Strings
A (Advanced - A) – student produces flawless tone (with vibrato) and intonation at positions I – IV on the
instrument (higher where necessary), understands and applies dynamics, phrasing, and interpretive issues, applies a
variety of proper bowing styles, progresses smoothly from note to note with no hesitation.
P (Proficient - B) – student produces consistently good tone (with vibrato) at positions I – III on the instrument,
maintains consistent bowing style, demonstrates adequate understanding of intonation issues, knows fingering for
all notes in the effective range of the instrument, demonstrates understanding of dynamics, phrasing, and
interpretive issues, and does not depend on finger placement markers.
B (Basic - C) – student produces moderately adequate, but sometimes inconsistent, tone on the instrument, has
little ability to shift beyond first position, has limited bowing fluency, is familiar with fingering for most of the
commonly used notes, can play with a consistent beat, with few pauses between notes or groups of notes, can
demonstrate rudimentary understanding of intonation and dynamics, and occasionally depends on finger placement
markers.
BB (Below Basic - D) – student has rudimentary knowledge of how to produce proper tone on the instrument but
lacks skill to produce proper tone, has limited familiarity with fingering for specific notes, has minimal
understanding of tempo, beat, dynamics, or intonation issues, has minimal ability to put that understanding into
practice, and often depends on finger placement markers.
FBB (Far Below Basic - F) – student has little knowledge of, and little ability to produce, proper tone on the
instrument, has little familiarity with fingering for specific notes, pauses often between notes, demonstrates little
understanding of tempo, beat, or dynamics, has little understanding of intonation issues, and depends on finger
placement markers.

Rubric for Playing Quiz Scores - Winds
A (Advanced - A) – student produces good tone and intonation at all ranges of the instrument, knows standard and
alternate fingerings for different notes, understands and applies dynamics, phrasing, and interpretive issues,
progresses smoothly from note to note with no hesitation.
P (Proficient - B) – student usually produces good tone, usually maintains breath support, demonstrates adequate
understanding of intonation issues, demonstrates adequate understanding of dynamics, phrasing, and interpretive
issues, and knows fingering for all notes in the effective range of the instrument.
B (Basic - C) – student produces moderately adequate, but often inconsistent, tone on the instrument, has little
ability to produce adequate tone outside the middle range of the instrument, is familiar with fingering for most of
the commonly used notes, can play with a consistent beat, with few pauses between notes or groups of notes, can
demonstrate rudimentary understanding of intonation and dynamics.
BB (Below Basic - D) – student has rudimentary knowledge of how to produce proper tone on the instrument but
lacks skill to produce proper tone, has limited familiarity with fingering for specific notes, has minimal
understanding of tempo, beat, dynamics, or intonation issues, has minimal ability to put that understanding into
practice.
FBB (Far Below Basic - F) – student has little knowledge of, and little ability to produce, proper tone on the
instrument, has little familiarity with fingering for specific notes, pauses often between notes, demonstrates little
understanding of tempo, beat, or dynamics, has little understanding of intonation issues.
	
  

